
5 important 
questions  

to ask BEFORE you buy a shed

bluescopesteel.com.au/warranties

To activate or apply for your warranty*

For many of us, our sheds are there to provide shelter 
and protection for the things that are important to us. 
Whether it’s for our home, farm or business, sheds 
are there to keep our important belongings safe and 
sound. And for many people their shed can be their 
third biggest investment, behind their house and car. 
That’s why it’s so important to ask the right questions 
and get the right shed for your needs.

Remember only genuine 
COLORBOND®, ZINCALUME® and 
GALVASPAN® steel has our brand 

name printed on the back. 

Look for 
the brand.

Shed provider:

*Warranty subject to application and eligibility criteria. For full terms and  
conditions and to determine the eligibility of your project for the warranty visit  
www.bluescopesteel.com.au/warranties or call BlueScope Steel on 1800 022 999.
COLORBOND® , ZINCALUME®, GALVASPAN®, Ranbuild® and  BlueScope are 
registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. ©  2012 BlueScope Steel 
Limited ABN 16 000 011 058. All rights reserved.
ShedsafeTM is a trademark of the Australian Steel Institute. 

To learn more about Ranbuild call 
1800 RANBUILD or visit ranbuild.com.au

To learn more about COLORBOND® steel
 or BlueScope Steel products call 1800 022 999 

or visit colorbond.com/sheds
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Not all sheds are 
created equal

Made for Australia

Does the steel in your shed meet 
Australian Standards? 

Before you choose your new shed, 
ask these five important questions.

Like your house, your shed should also be 
engineered specifically for your site.

Every shed is different in terms of the site, exposure 
to the elements and distance from other buildings. 
Combining this data with other important information 
such as the intended use of your shed and the wind 
speed, enables your shed supplier to determine the 
right design specification. 

Most sheds are designed and built in Australia, but in 
some instances the shed and the steel can be made 
somewhere else. Steel made by BlueScope Steel is 
100% Australian made and guaranteed to meet or 
exceed Australian Standards.  

To comply with the Building Code of Australia (BCA) 
requirements, the steel used in your shed should 
comply with the relevant Australian Standards. 

ZINCALUME® steel (often used in roofing and walling) 
and GALVASPAN® steel (used for the important 
structural components) are made to comply with 
AS1397. COLORBOND® steel is made to comply 
with AS2728.

4  Is it genuine COLORBOND®, ZINCALUME® 
and GALVASPAN® steel in my new shed?

Look for the brand. To make sure you get genuine, 
COLORBOND®, ZINCALUME® and GALVASPAN® steel, 
ask your shed supplier to show you the brand marking 
printed on the reverse side of the steel. Made only by 
BlueScope Steel these registered brands have built a 
reputation as some of the most trusted building materials 
in Australia.

5  Is your shed design engineered 
specifically for your site?

BlueScope Steel brands have built a 
reputation as some of the most trusted 
building materials in Australia.
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Around Australia our scientists have been testing steel 
products for over 45 years in some of the country’s 
harshest climatic conditions. Australia has some of the 
highest UV levels in the world, which can play havoc  
with painted steels. In fact, AS2728 requires pre-painted 
steel used in buildings to be tested in designated 
extreme climates throughout Australia, including sunshine 
exposure sites. And as required by the Standard, 
testing is conducted for performance attributes such as 
blistering, cracking, flaking and peeling. In other words, 
COLORBOND® steel is tested against defects that you  
do not want to see appearing on your shed. 

Can you be sure this testing has been performed  
on pre-painted steels made in other countries,  
to foreign standards?

Will your shed stand up to Australia’s 
harsh conditions?
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In addition to the workmanship that goes into your shed, 
make sure the steel used in your shed has a warranty you 
can trust. Roofing and walling made from COLORBOND® 
steel and ZINCALUME® steel is backed by a warranty* 
from BlueScope Steel right here in Australia.

The workmanship in your shed may have 
a warranty but what about the steel?

BlueScope Steel products and Ranbuild 
meet the requirements of the Australian 
Steel Institute ‘ShedSafe™’ initiative. 
ShedSafe™ accreditation is a commitment 
that our materials, designs and  
engineering comply with the  
Building Code of Australia (BCA).  
For more information, visit  
shedsafe.com.au


